experience your
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WELCOME

O

n behalf of International Black Film Festival of Nashville, I
would like to you welcome you to our 2017 festival as we
mark our 11th year of celebrating the richness, diversity
and creativity of storytelling for the cultural enrichment,
progression, and education of communities worldwide.
Since our inception in 2006, the festival has been received by
the film community with much enthusiasm and has offered a
venue for the underserved, emerging and veteran filmmaker to
screen their work.
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Through the art of film, the International Black Film Festival
remains the only ongoing festival series in Nashville and the
state of Tennessee to highlight the contributions of AfricanAmerican filmmakers.

Hazel
Joyner-Smith
IBFF PRESIDENT &
CEO

In continuation of our dedication and determination to highlight
and share the stories made for and about people of color, we
embrace the growth of the industry and work to develop our
brand to fit a standard of excellence. While each of our local,
national, and international filmmakers each have different
stories to tell, we appreciate the depth and diversity they offer
to our festival and the relationship we have fostered as a result
of their artistic efforts.

As a nonprofit organization, we continue to seek resources
that support a community effort to bring African-Americans
and other communities together to showcase their work
as emerging and skilled independent filmmakers, actors,
composers, screenwriters, directors and other film industry professionals. Our mission is
to educate, engage and empower communities within the diaspora by telling their stories,
sharing their experiences in their own voice through the art of film, music, and television.
We believe your attendance and participation is an example to others in the industry of the
impact have made and the significant value of our festival. We hope that in your own way,
you will become an ambassador of IBFF championing our cause and vision.
With the support of sponsors, partners, and volunteers, IBFF is committed to supporting
our community and those that are passionate about the film industry. Whether it our
workshops or our screenings, the networking or the learning, we believe that you will gain an
enlightened perspective on the possibilities of film in our everchanging society and your role
in contributing to that change.
Thank for deciding to participate with us in this year’s film festival. We are excited to make
this an unforgettable year for the aspiring filmmakers, writers, actors, industry executives and
attendees from across the world. We hope that you take advantage of all of the opportunities
we have put in place for you. Enjoy this year’s event and we look forward to seeing you next
year.
Sincerely,
Hazel Joyner Smith
President and CEO
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ABOUT
the festival
The International Black Film Festival (IBFF), established in 2006 as a non-profit
501 c(3), was founded by Chief Executive Officer and Owner Hazel Joyner Smith.
IBFF also relies on a highly competent team of committed professionals who invest
their time and expertise in this effort to bring culturally diverse communities together
to showcase their work as emerging and skilled independent filmmakers, actors,
composers, screenwriters, directors and other film industry profession.

PROUD SPONSOR
of the International
Black Film Festival

“Defining Our Stories, Transforming Our Image” as its organizational theme,
IBFF strives to insure culturally accurate depictions in film with special emphasis
on telling the stories in our on voice, providing a forum for unheard, unseen and
unknown viewpoints, and to showcase the rich creativity and diversity found in
communities of color locally, nationally and internationally.
IBFF is committed to:
• Hosting a celebratory, culturally diverse, community inclusive, family
friendly, festival that provides a source of education and entertainment for all
participants.
• Engaging people of all races and cultures in the support, development and
enjoyment of culturally relevant depictions in film.
• Creating an environment to showcase independent film from around the globe
that accurately depicts the cultures, images, and traditions of all wcommunities.
• Introducing the work of Tennesseans in filmmaking to a larger national and
international film community.
• Providing a venue for filmmakers to present their work, collaborate and
network with one another, and to learn from industry professionals.
• Educating children and young adults in the complex art of filmmaking.
• Fostering global partnerships and collaborations among people from the visual
and performing arts, music, radio, television, and film.
• Attracting economic growth and development in Tennessee by bringing all
aspects of the film and television industry into the state.
• Training, preparing and equipping a skilled workforce in Tennessee to staff
filmmaking projects.
If you’re interested in membership or becoming a volunteer please email
info@ibffnashville.com

SAG-AFTRA Nashville
SAGAFTRA.org/Nash
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THE IBFF
team
Co Founders
Hazel Joyner Smith,
President & CEO

Ingrid L. Brown
Chief Operations Officer
Ivy Brown
Chief Creative Officer
IBFF Executive Board
Traci OteyBlunt
Todd “Speech” Thomas
Joe Lamont
Ruth Paul
Pamela Brown
Mica Gaines
Artie London
Eric Tomosunas
IBFF Advisory Board
Brett Dismuke
Mark Jackson
Elder Howard Young III
Angela Northington
Andy VanRoon
Phylicia Fant
Eli Davis

2017 FESTIVAL SCHEDULE
Lucas Johnson
Elaine Cato
Brenda Lee Pierson
Patrick Douthit
ExecutiveTeam
Juanita Pryor
Connie Garrett
Kenisha Rhone
Kelle Neal
Charles Putnam
Karrese Clemons
Andre Meekins
Tana McDonald
Natasha Cherry
Terry Woods
Mark Jackson

Troy Johnson
Vando Rodgers
Rod Putnam
Sharonda Smith
Justin Wooten
Rachel Anne Griffin
Dr. Cheryl Slay
Tsan Lozano

thursday

Oct. 5th

Jurors
Kelle Kneal
Tana McDonald
Brian Day
Kelita M. Browning

Registration & Box Offce
Watkins College of Art Design & Film

12:00p-1:30P		
Luncheon: Legacy Luncheon (Invitation Only)
			*Invitation Only / Hosted by Fisk University / Appleton Rm.

12:00p-7:45p
Competition FIlms (Check Screening Guide for details)
			Watkins College of Art, Design & Film

4:00p-4:20p		
The Real Justice League Red Carpet
			
Johnson Center at Belmont University
4:30p-6:00p		
			
			

Panel: The Real Justice Leagure: Superheros of Civil Rights
and Social Justice
Johnson Center at Belmont University

6:00p-7:00p		
Reception: The Real Justice League Reception
			Johnson Center Belmont University

IBFF Supporters
Quenton White
David Jon Walker
Winfrey Foods
Lauren Moreno
Dwight Lewis
Richard Manson
Jk Hunter
Nina Hibbler

7:00p-9:30p		
			
			
			
			

The Opening Night
Opening Night Red Carpet (6:30-6:50)
Screening of “The Konichiwa Kid” (TN Filmmaker / 7:15-7:30)
Screening of Opening Night Film “Marshall” (7:35-9:35)
Johnson Center Belmont University

10:00p-12:30p		
Opening Night: Party
			Cabana Nashville

friday

Oct. 6th
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10:00a-5:00p		
			

9:00a-5:00p
			

7:00a-9:00a

Registration & Box Office
Watkins College of Art Design & Film

9:00a-9:45a
			

PANEL: Jaro Media Services Demo:  New Streaming Plat
form for Independent Film, Music, Books & Visual Arts
Watkins College of Art Design & Film

10a-11:30a
			

PANEL: #IssaHit: Diversity Commands A Big Pay Day
Watkins College of Art Design & Film

11:00a-3:30p
			

COMPETITION FILMS (Check Screening Guide for detail)
Watkins College of Art Design & Film

4:15p-5:30p
			
			

PANEL:The Crossover: Diversifying For Profitability In Music,
Film, TV & Gaming
Watkins College of Art Design & Film

5:30p-7:00p
			

SPECIAL PRESENTATION: Intentional Healing
Johnson Center, Belmont University

IBFF Director’s Breakfast Presented By ET AL Films &
353 Media Group  *INVITATION ONLY*
			Garden Brunch Cafe
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friday

Oct. 6th

saturday

Oct.
7th

6:30p-6:50p		
			

CENTERSTAGE Red Carpet
Johnson Center, Belmont University

7:15p-9:00p		
			

CENTER STAGE FEATURE: “BuckOut Road”
Johnson Center, Belmont University

10:00p-2:00p

NIGHT OUT ON YOUR OWN...ENJOY THE CITY		

9a-5p			
			

Registration & Box Offce
City Winery Nashville

10:00a-2:45p
			

9:00a-3:00p
			

COMPETITION FILMS (Check Screening Guide for Details)
City Winery Nashville
PANEL & MOVIES “Imagine Me” Children’s Day Program  
Lee Chapel A.M.E. Church, Nashville TN

1:15p-2:15p
PANEL: My Projects’ For Sale Whats My Next Move: A
			Distribution Panel City Winery Nashville
2:15p-3:15p
			

FAST PITCH LIVE
City Winery Nashville

2:15p-3:15p
BOOK SIGNING WITH: Victora Rowell
			City Winery Nashville
6:00p-6:20p
			

Create, Connect and Share at CreateTN.com

SPECIAL PRESENTATION RED CARPET
Johnson Center Belmont University

I Film_Here
in Tennessee

6:30p-7:30p
SPECIAL PRESENTATION: The Rich and Ruthless
			 Johnson Center Belmont University
7:45p-8:05p		
			

SPOTLIGHT FEATURE RED CARPET
Johnson Center Belmont University

8:08p-8:15p		
			

SPOT LIGHT SHORT: “White Guilt”
Johnson Center Belmont University

8:15p-11:15p		
SPOTLIGHT FEATURE: Til Death Do Us Part
			SPOTLIGHT Comedy Show w/Akintunde immediately
			
following film
			Johnson Center Belmont University

sunday

Oct.
8th
10

8am-2p
Box Office
			City Winery Nashville
9:00a-2:00p		
COMPETITION FILMS (Check screening guide for details)
			
City Winery Nashville
1:30p-2:10p		
Finale Special Presentation “Tale of Four” with Director
			Gabourey Sidibe
			City Winery Nashville
2:15p-3:15p		
IBFF AWARDS CEREMONY Hosted by Akintunde
			City Winery Nashville

Create_Here
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FESTIVAL PARTNERS & SPONSORS

THE LAW OFFICE OF

JOY S. KIMBROUGH
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Screening Schedule
thursday OCT. 5th
FILM

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH

For Ahkeem

12:00a - 1:30p

Watkins College

1hr:30 min.

SHORTS SUITE 1

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH

SenCinema

Watkins College

30 minutes

Coming & Going

Wakins College

34 minutes

Black?

Watkins College

10 minutes

Lawman

Watkins College

13 minutes

(1:30p-3:10p)

(107 min)

MARQUEE

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH

Konichiwa Kid

7:15p - 7:30p

Johnson Center
Belmont University

15 min.

Opening Night Film: Marshall

7:35p - 9:35p

Belmont University

2hr

friday OCT. 6th
FILM

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH

Cargo

11:00p - 12:30p

Watkins College

1hr:30 min

SHORTS SUITE 2

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH

(12p-2p)

(107 min)

Covered

Watkins College

15 min

Black Chicks

Watkins College

13 min

Now Or Later

Watkins College

10 min

The Art of the Journey

Watkins College

39 min

Thick Water

Watkins College

30 min

FEATURE

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH

The Dunning Man

1:00p - 2:30p

Watkins

1hr 30min

SHORTS SUITE 3

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH

(2p-4p)
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(105 min)

Scratch

Watkins College

27 min

This Train

Watkins College

39 min

To Be Free

Watkins College

12 min

Happy Hour 2017

Watkins College

17 min

MARQUEE

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH

Intentional Healing

6:00p-7:00p

Johnson Center
Belmont University

1hr

CenterStage Film: Buckout
Road

7:15p - 9p

Johnson Center
Belmont University

2:15:00
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Screening Schedule continued

Screening Schedule continued

saturdayOCT. 7th
Chidren’s Day Films

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH

The Last Train to Main Street

Lee Chapel A.M.E

11 min

Robox

Lee Chapel A.M.E

15 min

Mosquite: Bite of Passage

Lee Chapel A.M.E

7 min

Step

Lee Chapel A.M.E

1hr 24 min

(9:00a-3:00p)

FEATURES

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH

Hakkunde

10a-11:30a

City Winery

1hr 30 min

SHORTS SUITE 4

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH

(10:00a-11:30a)
City Winery

7 min

Class 15

City Winery

13 min

The Ride

CIty Winery

16 min

Junior

City Winery

28 min

Proclamation Punctuation

City Winery

4 min

Walk A Mile In My Shoes

City Winery

30 min

LOCATION

LENGTH

TIME

(11:30a-1:00p)

(99 min)

Like Fine Silk

City Winery

7min

Sam Is Sick Sam Is Tired

City Winery

7min

Make Up x Break Up

City Winery

20 min

1x1

City Winery

19 min

Night Shift

City Winery

15 min

Marz

City Winery

11 min

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH
(111 min)

Byers Remorse

City Winery

16 min

Little Music Man Child

City Winery

36 min

Hold On

City Winery

9 min

Masquerade

City Winery

10 min

MARQUEE FILM

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH

Finale Film: Tale of Four

11:40a - 2:10p

City Winery

20 min

FILM SYNOPSIS
MARSHALL
(Feature, USA)
Director: Reginald Hudlin
As the nation teeters on the brink of WWII, a nearly bankrupt NAACP sends
Thurgood Marshall (Chadwick Boseman) to conservative Connecticut to
defend a black chauffeur against his wealthy socialite employer in a sexual
assault and attempted murder trial that quickly became tabloid fodder. In
need of a high profile victory but muzzled by a segregationist court, Marshall
is partnered with Samuel Friedman (Josh Gad), a young Jewish lawyer who
has never tried a case.

MARQUEE

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH

More Than A Coach: The Taft
Watson Story

1:00p-2:43p

City Winery

1hr 43 min

Back to Natural

4:45p-6:05p

Johnson Center

1hr 20min

The Rich and Ruthless

6:30p-7:30p

Johnson Center

11 min

White Guilt

8:08p-8:15p

Johnson Center

7 min

TIL DEATH DO US PART
(Feature, USA)
Director: Chris Stokes
Til Death Do Us Part tells the story of Michael and Madison Roland who
planned to spend the rest of their lives together, until one day Michael’s
controlling ways turned their perfect marriage. With the help of her best
friend, Madison decides to get away. After adopting a new identity, she
meets Alex Stone and learns to love again. All is well, until Michael
discovers Madison’s whereabouts, and recreates the nightmare she once
lived all over again.

sunday OCT. 8th
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SHORTS SUITE 6
(11:40a-2:10p)

(118 min)

Black Face

SHORTS SUITE 5

sunday OCT. 8th

FEATURES

TIME

LOCATION

LENGTH

Seaman and 207

9a - 10:20a

City Winery

1hr 20 min

War Brides

10:30a-11:30a

City Winery

1hr
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FILM SYNOPSIS
THE RICH AND RUTHLESS
(TV Series, USA)
Director: Victoria Rowell

The Rich & The Ruthless; The only black owned daytime drama in the industry,
also known as “the stories,” is operated by tight fisted, debonair, self-made,
AUGUSTUS BARRINGER. When greedy studio executives inform that The
Rich and the Ruthless is getting booted off the sound stages for another talk
show after twenty years, Augustus Barringer is ready to fight back on another
level to stay on the air, even if it means filming his quirky soap opera out of his
sleek Hollywood mansion…temporarily. And before moving the company to
Jamaica! The Rich and the Ruthless isn’t just a soap-within-a-soap it’s a sudser
with soul and a family drama! So get ready for LIGHTS, CAMERA, CALAMITY
and CLAWS on The Rich and the Ruthless!

When his income as a fisherman proves woefully insufficient to cover his son’s
school fees, Kevin turns to human smuggling in order to raise desperately needed
funds. Kevin finds that he’s good at this dangerous yet profitable vocation—good
enough to trust himself with smuggling his own girlfriend and her son to the US. But
when faced with having to abandon refugees at sea far from Miami shores, Kevin is
suddenly forced to reassess his responsibilities

BUCKOUT ROAD
(Narrative Feature)
Director: John Gillespie
Buckout Road is ‘The Omen’ meets ‘Urban Legend’A college class project on creation and destruction of modern myth, turns terrifying when a trio of young people
come to realize the many evil urban legends surrounding New York State‚Äôs famed
Buckout Road may, in fact be real.

WHITE GUILT
(Narrative Short, USA,)
Director: Bill Edmunds

HAKKUNDE
(Narrative Feature, Nigeria)
Director: Oluseyi Asurf

After an innocuous comment, Louis worries that he might be a racist and looks
to make amends with his friend Patrice. Unfortunately, it’s the middle of the
night and Louis wants to solve the entire issue of racism whereas Patrice just
wants some sleep.

HAKKUNDE is an intriguing story of a young unemployed graduate who battles everything on his journey to self discovery and actualization. The story is characterized
by actions and reactions that defines the everyday Nigerian society, with its ups and
downs and with a particular focus on the life of a job hunting graduate ‚ÄúAkande‚Äù
who found himself in totality while searching for a job, and a better life. It highlights
the merits of steadfastness, humility and self-denial and also espouses the gains of
harnessing opportunities, delimiting the much celebrated mediocrity of high handedness, and divulging the demerits of pride, greed and inconsistency.

KONICHIWA KID
Narritvie Short, USA)
Director: Spencer Glover
An African-American orphan raised in the secluded mountains of Japan must
choose between his strongest desires, avenge his father’s death or finally have a
family.

MORE THAN A COACH: THE TAFT WATSON STORY
(Documentary, USA)
By: Akintunde
More Than a Coach documents the inspirational and at times gut-wrenching life
story of former Terrell’s Bay High School head basketball coach, Taft Watson. ... In
1994, at the age of 74, Watson made basketball history winning both the Boys and
Girls State Championship titles on the same day.
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CARGO
(Narrative Feature, Bahamas)
Director: Kareem Mortimer

THE DUNNING MAN
(Narrative Feature USA)
Director: Kevin Fortuna
Connor Ryan, out of a job and dumped by his girlfriend, returns to Atlantic City to try
to rebuild his life with the last source of income that he has -- a few apartments in a
low-rise condo complex that sits in the shadows of AC’s newest and most expensive
casino. Unfortunately, Connor’s tenants don’t want to pay him. In order to get his
money, Connor has to take on a pair of Chechen animal trainers with underworld
ties, a rap star who parties so hard the neighbors can’t sleep, and a struggling single
mother who steals his heart..

TORMENTS OF LOVE
(Narrative Feature, France)
Director: Caroline Jules
A film from Guadeloupe based on hidden love and untold feelings between two sisters in their thirties and their father.
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AMBITION’S DEBT
(Narrative Feature, USA)
Director: Devin E. Haqq
Adapted from William Shakespeare’s epic tale of honor, ambition, betrayal, hubris,
and the supernatural. Set against the backdrop of a post-apocalyptic world, the
story follows the downfall of Rome’s most honored citizen, Marcus Brutus, as he
conspires to assassinate Julius Caesar, in order to forestall tyranny and preserve
democracy.

AFRO.GERMANY
(Feature Documentary, Germany)
Director: Susanne Lenz-Gleissner, Adama Ulrich, Jana Pareigis
“Afro.Germany” focuses on people of color, but the film and the website were realized by a diverse team. We wanted to know: How is subtle racism manifested and
where does it come from?

FOR AHKEEM
(Documentary Feature, USA,)
Director: Jeremy S. Levine & Landon Van SoestJ
After a school fight lands 17-year old Daje Shelton in a court-supervised alternative
high school, she’s determined to turn things around and make a better future for
herself in her rough St. Louis neighborhood. But focusing on school is tough as she
loses multiple friends to gun violence, falls in love for the first time, and becomes
pregnant with a boy, Ahkeem, just as Ferguson erupts a few miles down the road.

INTENTIONAL HEALING
(Documentary Feature, USA)
Director: John Stavas
Intentional Healing is a restorative documentary that follows the famed Nashville
music producer Jesse Boyce as he contemplates his own mortality after a diagnosis of
terminal prostate cancer. He returns to the studio as an artist, producer and mentor to
compose one last song with Black Violin. The film demonstrates the healing power of
music and candidly depicts 21st-century cancer care in Music City.

BACK TO NATURAL: A DOCUMENTARY FILM
(Documentary Feature, USA)
Director: Gillian Scott-Ward

FILM SYNOPSIS
WAR BRIDES
(Documentary Feature USA)
Director: Roderic Putnam, Brian Wellman
An estimated one million servicemen married women from foreign countries during
and just after the Second World War. It was the largest migration of women in
history. They would come from 50 countries around the world. They left their
families and started new lives in America but would it be worth it? War Brides
explores what it took to leave everything you know for the man you love.

SEAMAN AND 207
(Documentary, USA,)
Director: Sophia Tewa
Yacahudah Harrison and his wife Danetia Harrison have chosen to abandon
their lives as working people with steady jobs to live on a street corner in upper
Manhattan. As gentrification brings in new people, they are sent on a journey of
discovery, living and loving out of their van on Seaman Avenue and 207th Street.

COMING AND GOING
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Clay Thomas
Follow a young man through the streets of Saint-Marc, Haiti, as he grapples with the
challenges of daily life in a city without enough electricity, roads, or infrastructure.
Should he stay in the place he has known and loved since he was a boy, or leave
the country in hopes of finding a better life elsewhere?

BLACK?
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Damian Thomas
Two New York roommates navigate what it means to be black in the world of acting.
A funny thought provoking look at how society views a black male.

Back to Natural: A Documentary Film is a groundbreaking, 68-minute documentary
film that takes a shocking and emotional look at the intersection of hair, politics, and
identity in Black communities. This documentary is a powerful, thought provoking,
call for healing that takes a grass roots approach to exploring the globalized policing
of natural black hair.
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FILM SYNOPSIS
LAWMAN
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Matthew Gentile
1875, Indian Territory. Bass Reeves, is the first African-American to be deputized by
the U.S. Marshal service. His wife, Nellie Jennie Reeves, tries to persuade Bass not
to leave for his own safety, but Bass argues that it‚ is the best job he can get to keep a
roof over his family.

SENCINEMA
(Narrative Short USA)
Director: Josh Gibson, Amadou Fofana
An exploration of the current state of cinema production and distribution in Senegal.

COVERED
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Desha Dauchan.
A married muslim woman in crises becomes obsessed with ‘what’ is buried in
her disheveled backyard only to discover that it’s not ‘what’, but ‘who’. Tonight,
at her breaking point she will dig it all up before day breaks.

BLACK CHICKS
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Neil Labute

FILM SYNOPSIS
NOW OR LATER
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Mara Kassin
Elise, a Hasidic woman and Mike, a black man start an unlikely relationship on
Shabbat.

THE ART OF THE JOURNEY
(Short Documentary, USA)
Director: William Michael Barbee
THE ART OF THE JOUNEY
NJ-born, Professor, Activist, Artist Ben Jones has used his art to bring awareness
to the plight of people throughout the world, with a strong concentration on the
struggles of the people of Cuba. Born 1940 in Paterson, NJ, Ben began his art
journey many years ago. As a young man during the Civil Rights Movement, Ben
conscious began to develop as a Social Activist. His art began to speak out against
the pressures of that time.

THICK WATER
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Prince Domonickl
Step-brothers, one Caucasian the other African American must learn how to grow
into their brotherhood through a series of life altering events.

A man and a woman. one white, one black. what could possibly go wrong?

TALE OF FOUR
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Gabourey Sidibe
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Gabourey Sidibe’s directorial debut is a multi-layered story that spans one day in the
life of four different women who are connected through their quest for love, agency
and redemption.

HAPPY HOUR
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: William L. Cochran
Happy Hour is a culmination of a contractor’s attempt at building the American
dream and fighting against losing it all.has forgotten about.panic-movie.com
Thriller, crime
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FILM SYNOPSIS

FILM SYNOPSIS
CLASS 15
(Narrative Short, UK)
Director: Dean Leon Anderson

SCRATCH
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Clint Coley

A cordial parents evening at a secondary school descends into accusations and
chaos, when a teacher finally meets the mother of his difficult student.

Director Kelvin Wooten gives us an inside look at the making of ThisTrain: The
Gospel Sessions, a traditional gospel recording by jazz guitarist Eric Essix at Fame
Studios in Muscle Shoals, AL which features a host of Alabama artists and creators

THE RIDE
(Documentary Short, USA)
Director: Jeff Adachi

THIS TRAIN: THE GOSPEL SESSIONS
(Documentary Short, USA)
Director: Kelvin Wooten

The Ride is a short film featuring one of the country’s few elected Public Defenders
Jeff Adachi, as he represents a young African American man who is falsely accused
of a crime and is taken down at gunpoint by police and later charged with crimes in
a case with racial overtones.

Director Kelvin Wooten gives us an inside look at the making of ThisTrain: The
Gospel Sessions, a traditional gospel recording by jazz guitarist Eric Essix at Fame
Studios in Muscle Shoals, AL which features a host of Alabama artists and creators


JUNIOR
(Narrative Short, USA,
Director: Pearl Gluck

TO BE FREE
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Adepero Oduye

A mother struggles with a new normal after her son is shot by an off-duty police
officer.

One moment of complete freedom. And its cost.

PROCLAMATION PUNCTUATION
(Narrative Short)
Director: Sewra G. Kidane

LAST STOP ON MARKET STREET
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Eric J. Smith
Watch as Matt de la Pena’s award winning book comes alive! This energetic ride
through a bustling city highlights the wonderful perspective only grandparent and
grandchild can share, and comes to life through Matt de la Pena’s vibrant text and
Christian Robinson’s radiant illustrations.

BLACK FACE
(Short Feature, USA)
Director: Malcom Baity
After arriving late to his minstrel show performance, Paul, a black actor, gets a
surprise visit from his estranged father. Though he wants to run, his acting partner
Willie convinces him to stay. What happens on stage surprises everyone.
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Proclamation Punctuation is an enthralling fashion film centered on a fabulously
fascinating woman reciting a short soliloquy paying homage to her love for using
exclamation points in her missives

MASQUERADE
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Andrew Hawkins
1848 Virginia. Slave couple Sam and Ninny execute an escape after their slave
master George makes an unconscionable advance. ‘Masquerade, A Story of the
Old South’ is an uncommon slave narrative, capturing the experience of both African
Americans and gay people during this complicated time
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FILM SYNOPSIS
WALK A MILE IN MY SHOES
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Alvin Moore
We all have different reasons to dream; some do it for money, fame or fortune. But
there are some however, who simply want to be in complete compliance with God.
Such is the case in the life of Holly McMoore, a High school teacher in an urban
community of Mississippi.

FILM SYNOPSIS
MARZ
(Feature, USA, 47 minutes)
Director: Bobby Yan
Chris Mars, an aspiring rapper poised for success, appears to have it all - a hot
track on the streets, a beautiful girlfriend, and most importantly, the loyalty and
camaraderie of his longtime childhood buddy, Mel, a tough street gangster type with
a not so clean past. Losing his father at a young age, Mel, three years his senior,
serves as a surrogate brother and father figure to Chris.

LIKE FINE SILK
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Andra Manzanares & Ben Mankoff

NIGHT SHIFT
(Narrative Short, USA
Director: Marshall Tyler

‘Like Fine Silk’ is a comical glimpse into the intimate setting of black hair care
stores, and the cultural misunderstandings and clashes that can occur between the
populations who own them and the populations who frequent them.

A night in the life of a Los Angeles nightclub bathroom attendant.

SAM IS SICK SAM IS TIRED
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Cochie Wesson
A young man’s car breaks down on his way to commit an unspeakable act.

MAKE UP X BREAKUP
(Web Series, USA)
Director: Eric J. Dickens
When Brooke blindsides Blake and abruptly breaks up with him, how will he cope?

1X1
(Documentary Short, Brazil)
Director: Ramon Abreu
Charles (João Victor Kira) is a poor and lonely kid out there in the world, who sells
candy at the traffic lights in order to survive. One day Charles is chased by two police officers and ends up being shot. He sees himself in a life and death situation.
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LITTLE MUSIC MANCHILD: THE MALIK KOFI STORY
(Documentary Short USA)
Director: Malena Cunningham Anderson
The journey of a sensational 11-year-old musical prodigy, scholar, powerful public
speaker and fearless leader as he works to move quickly up the classical music
hierarchy.

HOLD ON
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Christine Turner

BYER’S REMORSE
(Narrative Short, USA)
Director: Michael McClendon

Family bonds are tested when a young man is left to care for his grandmother one
morning.

Minister Ramone Byers has it all; nice house, great A1:K45 with a baby on the way
and a career on the rise. However a mistake from his past comes back to haunt
him....literally.
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GABOUREY SIDIBE

AKINTUNDE

Gabourey “Gabby” Sidibe, the star of Precious (2009), was born in the Bedford-Stuyvesant
community in Brooklyn, New York. Her mother, Alice Tan Ridley, is a former special education
teacher who gave up her career and became a street performer/singer, while her father, Ibnou
Sidibe, is a cab driver. Her mother is African-American and her father is Senegalese. Her
parents split when she was a youngster and Gabby grew up in Harlem. Though she was cast
in school plays as a child, Sidibe had no interest in acting. She had witnessed her mother’s
financial struggles as a street singer and wanted the security that an education and a desk
job would give her. After attending local colleges, Gabby pursued a degree in psychology at
Mercy College. She was in the middle of preparing for an exam when a friend phoned her
about an audition for the newest effort from Lee Daniels, Precious (2009).

jHilarious , bold , fresh , and groundbreaking are just a few of the adjectives used to describe
Comedian Akintunde. But first and foremost, he is a servant, husband, and father of 5 who
loves GOD, loves his wife ,Eunissa, loves his children, and loves to make people laugh. But
after 20 years as a comedian, Akintunde feels as though he is just getting started. Why, you
may ask, would someone with scores of national television and radio appearances feel as
though they are just getting started? Because now, the veteran stand up is no longer just on
a career path, he is on assignment from GOD. Akintunde laid down his own personal career
aspirations, and accepted GOD’s assignment to Entertain the Body Of Christ, and draw the
world to Christ through stand up comedy, writing, acting, producing, and directing.

Instead of attending class, she ended up being cast in the title role as Claireece “Precious”
Jones, a taciturn, sixteen year-old who is pregnant for the second time after being raped
by her father and is also on the receiving end of constant physical abuse by her mother. As
grim as the subject matter is, Precious (2009) has become critical success and a source of
inspiration for many. While her co-stars, Mo’Nique and Mariah Carey have both received
a great deal of critical attention, it is Gabby who is the revelation as Precious, a character
whose personality is quite different from her own. Anyone expecting a damaged young
woman with no self-esteem is in for a shock after meeting the charming Sidibe. She hopes
that her success in the film will motivate others to chase their dreams.

VICTORIA ROWELL

RAY WINBUSH
Raymond Arnold Winbush aka Tikari Bioko (born March 31, 1948) is an American-African
scholar and activist known for his systems-thinking approaches to understanding the impact
of racism/white supremacy on the global African community. His writings, consultations, and
research have been instrumental in understanding developmental stages in Black males,
public policy and its connection to compensatory justice, relationships between Black males
and females, infusion of African studies into school curricula, and the impact of hip hop culture
on the contemporary American landscape. He is currently Research Professor and Director of
the Institute for Urban Research at Morgan State University in Baltimore, Maryland.

Victoria Rowell is an award-winning actress, international lecturer, holds two doctorates
- a teacher, advocate, mother, and former foster youth. She has been recognized by 193
members of Congress for advocacy work on behalf of education, arts, foster and adoptive
youth and parents as well as diversity issues.
Her New York Times bestseller, The Women Who Raised Me, published by HarperCollins
Publishers, received literary acclaim. Rowell also enjoys a literary book deal with Simon &
Schuster for her popular soap opera novel series.
Rowell is an Emmy-nominated, NAACP-winning actress, who co-starred with Dick Van
Dyke in the prime time television series Diagnosis Murder (1993) for VIACOM for eight
seasons, as well as starring in Daytime television. Rowell was submitted for a Golden Globe
Award, starring opposite Samuel L. Jackson in Home of the Brave (2006).
Born in Maine, Rowell was raised on a 60 acre working farm and learned classical ballet
from a book. She eventually turned professional and performed with American Ballet Theater
(ABT) II and other professional ballet companies.

JEROME ‘KNOBODY’ FOSTER

Jerome Foster, better known as Knobody, is an American music producer and A&R. Knobody
has produced records across different genres including soul, R&B, hip hop and rock for
several multi-platinum artists including Jay-Z, Ne-Yo, Akon, The Game, Big Pun, Mýa and
R.E.M. Knobody worked as an A&R at SRC Records/Universal. Due to the enormous
success Akon experienced following the release of his debut album, Knobody was recognized
as a World Top 10 A&R. “Riding the wave of success created by “Still Not a Player”, Big
Pun’s debut album “Capital Punishment” was nominated for Rap Album of the Year at the
1999 GRAMMY Awards.[8]In the May/June 2006 issue of Scratch Magazine, “Still Not a
Player” was named one of hip hop’s 25 greatest remixes of all time.
Knobody, music has major success with Cloud of Smoke in hit movies such as Bad Boy
Sound Track, Thing’s Come & go Barber shop 2 “Feel So Good” Back in Business About
Remy Based on a True Story. Knobody, is currently working a movie starring Johnny Depp
coming out 2018.
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TRACI OTEY BLUNT

JUDGE WILLIAM J. HAYNES, JR

In November 2014, Traci joined RLJ Entertainment, Inc. (NASDAQ: RLJE) as Executive
Vice President, Corporate Marketing & Corporate Affairs, a portfolio company of The RLJ
Companies. Traci was responsible for promoting RLJE’s recently launched digital streaming
channel UMC - Urban Movie Channel (www.urbanmoviechannel.com) and working across the
company on matters involving corporate marketing and corporate affairs.

Judge William J. Haynes, Jr., born in Memphis, Tennessee in 1949, was confirmed to succeed
the Honorable Thomas A. Higgins, a distinguished jurist and mentor as District Judge for the
Middle District of Tennessee on November 15, 1999. President Clinton nominated him upon the
recommendation of Vice President Albert Gore. With the generous support of Senators Bill Frist
and Fred Thompson ,the Senate consented to his appointment. Judge Haynes was graduated
from the College of St. Thomas in St. Paul, Minnesota with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Political
Science and History in 1970. In 1973, he was graduated from the Vanderbilt University School of
Law. The faculty awarded him the Bennett Douglas Bell Award for the member of the third year
class who would commit “ to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with his God”.

As a veteran communications/media, political, and public affairs specialist, she worked
at The RLJ Companies for six years (since September 2008), after serving as a deputy
communications director and director of African American media to former Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton during the 2008 presidential campaign. As Senior Vice President for Corporate
Communications and Public Affairs, she led a team responsible for media, strategy and
planning, government relations, and external affairs for Robert L. Johnson and the companies
within the RLJ portfolio operating in a publicly traded hotel real estate investment trust;
private equity; financial services; asset management; automobile dealerships; sports and
entertainment; and video lottery terminal (VLT) gaming.

JUDGE RICHARD H. DINKINS
Richard H. Dinkins is a judge on the Tennessee Court of Appeals. He was appointed to
the court by Democratic Governor Phil Bredesen on January 14, 2008, and retained the
following August.[1][2] He was retained in 2014 for a term that expires in 2022.Chattanooga,
and collaborates with well-known industry organizations like The Nashville Screenwriters
Conference, Film-Com, Knoxville Films, Indie Memphis and Southern Appalachian
International Film Festival. Raines holds a degree in Business Administration from East
Tennessee State University and an accreditation with the International Association for
Management Education.

BRETT DISMUKE
Before launching his own entertainment outfit, Brett Dismuke served as President/COO of
The Swirl Group, President of Moguldom Entertainment, and previously as the Senior Vice
President of Acquisitions and Urban Programming for RLJ Entertainment’s One Village studio.
Brett has over 20 years of marketing, production, sales and branding experience.
Through partnership with Swirl Films in 2014, Dismuke formed The Swirl Group. Through the
power of their collaboration, the company established itself as the leading urban independent
production company in North America, with over 80 productions in their catalog. This
multi-hyphenate outfit was devoted to offering high-quality production value at lower costs,
including production of independent features and multi-camera content, casting, budget
creation,
scheduling, post-production, talent relations and distribution. With the solid foundation, So
Chi Entertainment continues the legacy, priding itself on developing the highest quality,
developing the most interesting content and acquiring the best product available within its
genre.

ANGELA NORTHINGTON
Angela serves as Senior Vice President, Content Acquisitions for RLJ Entertainment,
overseeing the acquisition of content for the company’s urban division, as well General
Manager of the company’s own proprietary subscription VOD platform UMC - Urban Movie
Channel (www.UrbanMovieChannel.com), launched by RLJ Chairman and BET founder Robert
L. Johnson. The subscription channel specializes in video on demand content for African
American and urban audiences.
Angela joined RLJE from REVOLT TV, where she served as VP, Content Licensing &amp;
Acquisitions for the music network founded by Sean “Diddy” Combs which launched in the fall
of 2013.
A seasoned entertainment executive in diverse programming, Angela has an extensive
background in content strategy, acquisitions and development. Prior to REVOLT, Northington
held previous positions at companies on the cutting edge of urban &amp; specialty content
distribution, including Codeblack Entertainment, Simmons Lathan Media Group (media
company of industry mogul Russell Simmons and TV producer Stan Lathan), and Urban
Entertainment (Time Warner). At each post, Angela was responsible for acquiring and
building the company’s content library, as well as content distribution through digital rights
licensing, broadcast licensing and International sales.
Angela is a graduate of the University of Southern California’s School of Cinematic Arts.
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Angela is a graduate of the University of Southern California’s School of Cinematic Arts.

RUTH PAUL  
Ruth Paul has worked with SAG-AFTRA since 1997. For the past 10 years she has held
the position of Senior Business Representative with the SAG-AFTRA office in Miami,
Florida where she serves as a liaison between producers and performers for the greater
Southeastern United States. Ruth specializes in theatrical films and television productions,
with an emphasis on independent productions.
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RICHARD DEVAUGN
Richard is an experienced senior executive who has served as a key team leader
responsible for global manufacturing, technology operations, research &
development, strategic planning, and product development in consumer,
industrial, and commercial product sectors. Richard, a mechanical engineering
graduate of Kettering University, also attended MIT as a Sloan Fellow where he
earned an MS degree in Management.

ERIC TOMOSUNAS
Eric Tomosunas is the CEO of Swirl Films, Inc. and The Swirl Group. Under the Swirl Films
imprint, Eric is the Executive Producer of more than 60 productions. He has over 15 years of
experience in the entertainment industry, with his roots in music production, audio recording,
and film production. Eric is capable of planning a production from conceptualization and
following it all the way through to distribution.
Eric founded Swirl Films in 2007. He has supervised and executed production elements,
such as casting, budget creation, talent relations and securing distribution for several films
including Love For Sale, a romantic comedy starring Jackie Long, Jason Weaver, Mya and
Melyssa Ford. Other original productions include Something Like A Business, a theatrical
spoof, directed by his business partner Russ Parr, starring Kevin Hart, Donnell Rawlings,
Tasha Smith, Kym Whitley, Keith David and Jay Anthony Brown, TV One’s Roast and Toast
of John Witherspoon, featuring top comedians, Earthquake, Guy Torry, Sheryl Underwood
and Paul Mooney and Just Another Day, a music-driven street classic, starring Wood Harris,
Jamie Hector, Lil’ Scrappy, Esther Baxter and Clifton Powell. Swirl Films is a major content
provider for television networks such as TV One, UPtv, BET and more.

DOUGLAS ALSTON
Doug is an experienced mobile network engineering executive with a passion for
high performance team cultures. His career spans domestic and international
experience in project and executive leadership roles responsible for applied
R&D, Strategic and Network Planning, Business/Service Development, and M&A
analysis with mobile network operators. Doug is a Georgia Tech graduate with BS
and MS degrees in electrical engineering.

CRYSTAL HARDISON
With a professional career ranging from government to private sector and most recently, nonprofit organizations, Crystal serves as the Programs Manager to aid in creating a National
thumbprint for NMAAM’s programs and outreach efforts.
While at NMAAM, Crystal has been instrumental in the implementation of several educational
and outreach programs directed for youth and adult audiences such as Sips & Stanzas,
Emerging Artists Series (EAS), the From Nothing to Something Series (FN2S) and creating
Fine Tuning, an adult Master Class Series. Crystal has been essential to developing and
maintaining organizational relationships with Metro Nashville Public Schools as well as,
surrounding cultural institutions and trade organizations.

CRAIG KING
Ironically enough, it was two men without the gift of sight who were the first to “see” the
tremendous talent that is Craig King.
Growing up in Nashville, Tennessee, the budding musician played drums for his church,
Greater Christ Temple, where he was greatly impressed with the resident organist. After that
musician left, a young King found himself playing around on the organ one day when his
pastor, who was blind, overheard him.
From that moment on, Greater Christ Temple had a new organist.
Self-taught, a then teenaged King was much sought after to play gigs around town and
at local churches. It was his connection with the black church that led to his first career
breakthrough.
While a student at Howard University in Washington, D.C., his talents were often called upon
by Rev. Noel C. Taylor, then pastor of High Street Baptist Church and mayor of Roanoke,
Virginia. It was Pastor Taylor who informed King of an upcoming audition with the legendary
Ray Charles who was looking to fill the shoes of his longtime collaborator Billy Preston for the
remainder of his tour.
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CHERYL SLAY CARR
Cheryl Slay Carr, Author, Attorney, and Vocalist, is Associate Professor of Music
Business and Associate Dean of the Curb College of Entertainment & Music Business at
Belmont University. She earned her Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Michigan,
received a Master of Public Administration from Clark-Atlanta University, and earned her
Juris Doctor degree from The University of Maryland. Carr began her career with Belmont
University in 2008. As a professor, she has taught and designed courses including Copyright
Law, Music Industry Contract Law, Legal Issues in the Entertainment Industry, and Diversity
in the Entertainment Industry: Understanding the Business of Jazz. She is co-author of the
book Music Copyright Law, and a contributing author to ABA-BNA published book Trademark
Infringement Remedies. She has published extensively on entertainment industry topics with
a focus on business strategy, careers and diversity in the entertainment industry. In 2016
she was appointed Associate Dean of the Curb College, where she supports the mission
of the college through oversight of its operations. Prior to joining Belmont, she worked as
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